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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a C*-algebra ~¢, several subsets of ~¢" or spaces closely related to ~¢" 
have been studied from a differential-geometric v ewpoint: the set ~ of 
idempotent elements of za¢' [16, 17], the set G * of self-adjoint invertible 
elements of ~¢ [18], the set G + of invertible and positive elements of ~¢ [18, 
15], the set N, of nilpotent elements of order n [8], relatively regular 
elements of ~'  [13], the similarity and unitary orbits of elements of ~¢ [4, 6, 
7], the spectral measures with values in ~ [5], the set of nondegenerate 
representations of ~¢ on a fixed Hilbert space [2, 3], and the set of square 
roots of a unitary element of ~¢ [31]. 
In several of these examples there exists a differentiable structure and the 
length of curves is measured by means of a Finsler metric (which is adapted 
to each example). It turns out that some metric results depend on an operator 
inequality. Section 2 contains a rather complete discussion on the differential 
geometry related to some of these operators inequalities, including the 
well-known Heinz, Kato, and Mclntosh inequalities. We also discuss Segal's 
inequality and the so-called arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality. In Sec- 
tion 3 we prove several equivalent forms of the arithmetic-geometric-mean 
inequality. The list is not exhaustive: j. I. Fujii, M. Fujii, T. Furuta, and R. 
Nakamoto have proved more than 10 different equivalent inequalities [21-25]. 
In Section 4 we prove several spectral properties of transformations related to 
the inequahties studied in Section 3. 
2. A GEOMETRIC VIEW OF CERTAIN INEQUALITIES 
I~t ~¢ be a C*-algebra with identity, G the group of invertible lements 
of ,a¢, and ~ the subgroup of unitary elements of d .  Identify ~' = {q 
,.q¢,: qZ _ q} with {6 ~¢:  62 = 1} by means of the affine map q ~ 2q - 
1 = 6, and consider 
Define the map Ir : ~' ~ ~ which associates to 6 ~ ~' the element p ~ 
such that 6 = (¢6")1/2p (the polar decomposition of 6). The fact that p ~,~ 
follows easily from the uniqueness of the polar decomposition: if ¢ = Ap 
then 6 = 6-t  = p-1 A- 1; but the unitary parts in the left and the right polar 
decomposition of an invertible element coincide, so that p = p-1 and 
p ~ ~.  It is well known (see [16] for a proof) that £ and ~ are (real) analytic 
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submanifolds of ag and that 7r is an analytic map. Then, if e E ¢~, we can 
consider the tangent map 
(T'n'), : T~, --~ T.~p. 
Recall that a Finsler structure on a Banach manifold M is a smooth 
assignment of a norm II IIm to each tangent space (TM)  m, m ~ M. If e = Ap 
as before and X ~ T¢~,, then IIXIl~ = IIAa/2X,~-l/211 (where II II denotes the 
norm of a¢) defines a Finsler structure on ~', and it can be shown (see [16]) 
that (Trr), decreases norms. More precisely, II(T~-)~(X)II ~ Ilxll~ for all 
X ~ (T~')~ [observe that the Finsler norm on (T~')p coincides with the norm 
in a¢, because the positive part of p is A = 1]. Using these results, it can be 
proved that any two points in the fiber 7r~-l(p) can be joined by a shortest 
curve, which turns to be the unique geodesic for a natural connection on the 
manifold (see [16] for a complete discussion of these matters). The contrac- 
tion property mentioned above depends on the operator inequality 
II(1 + AA*)I/ZX(1 + A'A)  j/z + AX*AII /> IIXII, (2.1) 
where A and X are bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H (see [12] 
for a proof of this and related inequalities); observe that, interchanging A by 
iA, the inequality above is equivalent to 
11(1 + AA*) ' /2X(1  + A 'A)  '/~ - AX*AI] /> ]IXll. (2.2) 
It is not so evident hat there is equivalence with the inequality 
I1(1 ÷ A2) I /eX(1  + A2) t/e + AXAI[ >>- ]IXI] (2.3) 
where A* = A. 
In [18] a similar study was performed of the set G " of all Hermitian 
invertible elements of a¢'. As before, the polar decomposition defines a map 
7r' : G s --+ ~,~. A Finsler structure is defined by 
Ilxll~ -IIA-l/ZXa-1/211 (e.4) 
i f a  E G s, X~ TG s, a = ap, A > 0, pE  ~g. As in the case of Cg, i t canbe  
shown that the tangent maps of rr' decrease (Finsler) norms and, again, this 
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contraction property relies upon an operator inequality, which in this case 
turns to be 
lISTS -~ + S-'TS[I >1 21ITII, (2 .5)  
where S e G ~ and T is a linear bounded operator on H. Notice that the first 
proof of (2.5), which appeared in [19], uses a reduction to the finite-dimen- 
sional case and then an argument involving Hadamard products and an 
estimation of the norm of a Hadamard multiplier, due to C. Davis [20]. Later, 
using the device of considering 2 x 2 matrices of operators, G. K. Pedersen 
(personal communication; see [11] for a proof) proved the more general 
inequality 
lISTS -1 + S*-~TS*II ~ 211TII, (2 .6)  
where now S is supposed to be an invertible (not necessarily Hermitian) 
operator on H. 
Soon after, Maestripieri [31] studied the differential geometry of the set 
= {z e e:z 2 = p} 
for a fixed p ~ ~.  She observed that the contraction property of the polar 
decomposition ~ p ~ ~ is based on the inequality 
lISTS -~ + S-~TSI] >i- 2IITII (2.7) 
for all S ~ G ~ and T ~.~(H) ,  which she proved in some particular cases. 
The third author found a general proof of (2.7) following Pedersen's proof of 
(2.6). Pushing the method a little bit more, it can be proved that 
lISTS -1 -F S*-ITS*II  >~ 2[ITll (2.s) 
for all S ~ G and T ~2(H) .  Later, J. I. Fujii, M. Fujii, T. Furuta, and R. 
Nakamoto [21] proved that (2.5) is equivalent to the following inequality: 
[ISTR -~ + S-~TRII >~ 211TII, (2.9) 
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valid for all T and all Hermitian invertible R, S. As before, it can be easily be 
shown that (2.9) is also equivalent to the nonsymmetric version 
IISTR-' + S*-'TR*II >t 211TII, (2.1o) 
valid for all T and all invertible S, R (Kittaneh [29]). This is not the place to 
tell the whole story of the so-called "arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality", 
211AXBII < IIA*AX + XBB*II, (2.11) 
valid for any operators A, B, and X in a Hilbert space; but let us mention 
some recent references. For a nice recent survey on operator inequalities the 
reader is referred to Ando's paper [1]. In [33] A. Mclntosh proved the 
inequality above and showed that it can be used to prove the following 
inequalities, due to E. Heinz [26]: 
IIAtQB ~-t + A~-tQBt[I <~ IIAQ + QBI[, (2.12) 
IIAtQB l - t  - AI-tQBtl l  <~ 12t - 1111AQ - QBll, (2.13) 
where A, B, and Q are linear operators in a Hilbert space and A and B are 
self-adjoint and nonnegative. In [10], R. Bhatia and F. Kittaneh proved that, 
for arbitrary n × n matrices, 
2sj( AB)  <. sj( A*A + BB*) ,  j = 1,2 . . . . .  n, (2.14) 
where sj are the singular values in decreasing order. This implies that 
2 III An III < I/I A*A + BB* III (2.15) 
for every unitarily invariant form III III. In [9] R. Bhatia and C. Davis 
extended Mclntosh's inequality (2.11) for every unitarily invariant norm in 
n × n matrices. See also the papers by R. A. Horn [27] and R. Mathias [32]. 
On the other hand, T. Furuta proved in [24] that several well-known 
facts--among them Cordes's inequality 
IIAtntll <~ IlaBII t for all t ~ [0, 1] (2.16) 
(where A, B are positive operators) and LSwner's theorem, which states that 
for A positive and all t ~ [0, 1] the map /f ~ A t is operator monotone--are 
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all equivalent. In [21] and [22] J. I. Fujii, M. Fujii, T. Furuta, and R. 
Nakamoto proved that the arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality (2.11) is 
equivalent to Heinz's inequality (2.12) and to the inequalities (2.7) and (2.9). 
Moreover they proved the equivalence with 
IIA2XII ~ IIAXAII (2.17) 
for all A and X >/0. Furuta [25] added to this extensive list of equivalent 
inequalities the following one: 
IIAZX + XA211 ~ 2LIxll (2.1s) 
for all X and all Hermitian A. On the other hand, M. Fujii and R. Nakamoto 
[23] showed that the arithmetic-geometric inequality implies Cordes's in- 
equality (2.16) and proved the following equivalent inequality: 
I[Re ABII ~ [IBAII (2.19) 
if BA is Hermitian. 
It is interesting to observe that (2.14) is the basis for the proof of a 
geometrical property of the set G +, which is shared by Riemannian manifolds 
of nonpositive curvature. It is well known that the exponential map 
expa : (TG+)~ ~ G + is a diffeomorphism for all a ~ G +. If t ~ [0, 1], x, y 
G +, and X = expel(x), Y = expel(y),  then the property mentioned 
above (see [15]) is that 
d(expo( tX) ,eXpa( tY ) )  <.td(x,  y) ,  (2.20) 
where d denotes the geodesic distance in G +. A discussion of this distance 
can be found in [11]; it may be useful to recall that the distance between 
a, b ~ G + is given by Illog(a 1/2ba-l/z)ll. That property implies that, for all 
X, Y E (TG+)a, 
d(expa(X),expa(Y)) ~ IIX - Ylla, (2.21) 
where LI I1~ denotes the Finsler norm defined in (TG+)a, [IZlla = 
Ila-1/ZZ a-1/2 II. The original proof of this fact [14] depends on what is called 
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Segals" inequality (see [34]), which states that for all self-adjoint operators 
X, Y in a Hilbert space 
lie x+r 11 ~< IleX/2ereX/Zll. (2.22) 
The fact that (2.22) can be deduced from (2.16) is proved in [11], 
We finish this short survey of these geometrical inequalities by mention- 
ing the work of L. Livshits and S. C. Ong [30], where they consider the 
invertibility of the map 
~s:T  ~ STS -1 + S-1TS 
for not necessarily Hermitian S. The inequality (2.5) says that the norm of the 
inverse of ~s is ~. In Section 4 we study spectral properties of some operator 
maps which are analogous to qb s. 
3. EQUIVALENT INEQUALITIES 
Let H be a Hilbert space, and .~(H)  be the space of bounded linear 
operators on H. Let Ill Ill be a unitarily invariant norm defined on a norm 
ideal ~Tc.~(H) .  Denote by 5 z the ideal of .~(H $ H) associated with the 
same norm III Ill. 
REMARK 3.1. From the well-knlown properties of unitarily invariant 
norms (see, for instance, [25] or [28]) it follows that if A, B ~ J and we 
define At, B~ ~S: (H  $ H) as any of the matrices 
(0 A/(0 0/(0 A / (A 0 / 
A1 = 0 0 ' 0 A ' A* 0 ,or 0 +_A ' 
and Similarly for B 1, then A1, Bx ~'¢2 and Ill A1 [[1 >~ [11 B1 III implies 
IIJ A Ill >/ III n III. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R and S be invertible lements of -C~'( H ), A ~.c"(H), 
and T an element of the norm ideal. The following inequalities hold and follow 
from each other: 
(a) Ill(1 + AA*)I/ZT(1 + A'A) 1/2 +_ AT*All[ >>- [lIT [11. 
(b) Ill(1 + A2)I/eT(1 + Ae) l/e +__ ATA I11 >~ Ill Y 11] ifA = A*. 
(c) IIISTS + S-1TS-11II >f 2111TIll if T= T* and there exists U ~ 
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.W( H ) such that 
S > O, U= U* = U -a, and SU= US -1. (3.3) 
(d) IIIaZS -1 + S-1TSIll >~ 2111TLII /fS = S*, 
(e) III STS -1 + S*-~TS * III >/2 lilT I1[. 
(f) Ill SZS + S*-  1TS* - 1 III >/2 III T Ill. 
(g) III aZS + S-iTS-1111 >1 2111TIII / fS = S*, 
(h) III sza  + S - l za  -1 III >/2 lilT III i f a  = R* and S = S*. 
(i) III sza  + S*-  1TR*- ~ III >/2 III T III. 
Proof. Let us prove first that they are equivalent. Let A ~.~(H) .  
Denote 
C = (1 +AA*)  1/z and D= (1 +A'A)  1/2. (3.4) 
Consider the operator 
S= ( C A* A)  ~'~(  H ~ H )" 
If 
then S and U satisfy (3.3). Conversely, if S, U ~.W(H) satisfy (3.3), the 
matrix decomposition of S induced by the projection P = (U + 1)/2 is 
S= ( CA* A (3.5) 
for A = PS(1 - P) ~Sa(ker P, Im P) and C, D as in (3.4). In both cases it 
easy to see that 
(a) =, (c): If S and U satisfy (3.3), consider the induced P, A, C, and D 
as in (3.5). Suppose that T is P-antidiagonal [i.e., PTP = (1 - P)T(1 - P) = 
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0]. Then, since T is self-adjoint, 
(0 ~0) 
T= T ,  0 " 
Straightforward computations show that 
0 CT o D + AT*A)  
STS + S-1TS  -1  = 2 (CTo D + AT*A)* 0 ' 
and therefore (c) follows from (a) and Remark 3.1 in this case. 
For the general case consider 
,1:(~ 0)a.d ~:(0 :) 
0 S -1 1 " 
It is easy to see that S 1 and U 1 verify (3.3). Let 
1+~ a~ ~(~ o) 
P1 2 0 T " 
Matrix computations show that T 1 is Pl-antidiagonal and therefore (c) holds 
for S x and T 1 by the first case. But 
S1T1S 1 -4- S l lT1S11 = ( STS 
S-1TS-1  + 
0 
and (c) holds. 
(c) ~ (d): I f  S > 0, consider 
0 ) 
-STS  - S-1TS -1 
ana ~:(0 1) 
Clearly S 1 and U verify (3.3). Straightforward computations show that 
0 STS -1 + S aTS) 
S1T1SI + SI1T1Sll  = (STS -1 + S-1TS) * 0 
and therefore (d) follows from (e) and Remark 3.1 in this case. 
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For a general invertible Hermitian S one can reduce to the positive case 
by using the polar decomposition of S and observing that the unitary and 
positive parts commute. 
(g) ~ (b): Given A = A* ~.~(H) ,  consider C, D, and S as in (3.4). Let 
Tl=(~ 0) 
0 T " 
Since A = A*, clearly C = D = (1 + A2) 1/2. Straightforward computations 
show that 
ST1S + S-1T1S-1= 2( CTC + CTC +0 ATA) 
and therefore (b) follows from (g) and Remark 3.1. 
(b) ~ (a): Given A ~-~(H), consider 
( A) 
A1 = A 0* 0 " 
Note that 
0) 
[C and D as in (3.4)]. Let 
Straightforward computations show that 
0 CTD + AT*A) (3.6) 
C1T1C1 + A~T1A1 = (CTD + AT*A)* 0 
and therefore (a) follows from (b) and Remark 3.1. 
(e) ~ (0: Let 
~1~( 0 ~)0 an~ sl~( ~0) 
0 S -1  " 
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Straightforward computations show that 
(0  s~rlSll + S~-lTjS~ = 0 
Then, since Ill SIT~S~ -I + S? -1 ¢¢ T~S~ Ill >/2 III T~ III, we get (0. 
(f) ~ (g): Obvious. 
(g) ~ (h): Let 
0 
Tl = (0  
Then 
STS + S*-ITS*-I) " 0  
SITIS t + SllT1S~ l = (0  STR+S-1TR -1) 
0 0 ' 
and we get (h) by applying (g) to S 1 and T 1. 
$1 = 0 ' and R1 = R 0 " 
(h) ~ (i): Let 
Then 
S1T1R1 '}- SllTIRll = ( O0 STR -1- S*-ITR:¢-I)O 
and, again, we get (i) applying (h) to S 1, T 1, and R 1. 
(i) ~ (e): Consider R = S- I .  
(d) ~ (g): Let 
TI ~ (0 0 T) and S1 = (S 0 30l). 
StT~SII+ SllT1SI=(~ STS+S-1TS-1) 
0 
Then 
and, as usual, we obtain the result from Remark 3.1. 
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We have proved that all statements follow from each other. A proof of (d) 
can be found in [24], and (e) is proved in [29]. • 
REMARK 3.3. The first proof of the inequality in Theorem 3.2(d) ap- 
peared in [19] for the operator norm in L(H). Several simplifications and 
generalizations of (d) were proved (see [11, 28, 29]). Straightforward verifica- 
tions show that the proof of (d) in [19] can be adapted to prove it for general 
unitarily invariant norms. The basic fact is that the estimations for the norm 
of a Hadamard product of matrices (see [1, (7.7)]) hold for unitarily invariant 
nor lns .  
4. SOME INVERTIBLE ELEMENTARY OPERATORS 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let ag be a C*-algebra with group of invertibles G. 
Then for all R, S ~ G the map 
Xtts, R :ag ~ag, qrs, R(T ) = STR + S*-ITR *-1 
1 is invertible and II~sT~ll ~ ~. In particular we get analogous results for the 
operators associated to the inequalities from (d) to (i) of Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. Since left or right multiplication by an element in G does not 
change invertibility, it suffices to show that the map ~s,R defined by 
• s,R(T) = S'ST + TR*R. Let 1A(T) = AT and rA(T) = TA be the left and 
right multiplication operators in L ( J )  for A ~ a¢. It is well known that 
~rae( A) = ¢rL(~)(l A) = O'L(W)(rA). We have that qbs, R = ls. s + rR. R and both 
summands commute. Then 
for some 0 < A ~ ~. Then xI* s , is invertible. The norm inequality for qt-1 . ,  S ,R  
follows directly from Theorem 3.2(i). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let ag be a C*-algebra. Then for all A ~ ag the maps 
% :ae TAT) = (1 + aa*)l/- T(X + A'A) + AT*A 
and, if A = A*, 
PA :,SO ,---~,S~¢, PA(T) = (1 + Ae)W2T(1 + A2) ~/2 + ATA 
are invertible, lIT;ill < 1, and II pAl[I ~< 1. 
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Proof. Let D = (1 + A'A)  1/2 and C = (1 + AA*)I/2. Consider the 
C*-algebra ~ '  =~'  ® C 2x2. Let 
( A) ~'~ S --- C. D " 
By Proposition 4.1 ~s,s is invertible and ~s,s(/3sa) =~q~a, since S* --S. 
Denote by ~h a (~a)  the space of diagonal (antidiagonal) Hermitian matri- 
ces. Matrix computations show that: 
(a) %, s( 'D = 
(b) qts, s(~'~ a) = ~q~a. 
(c) If T E ~¢, then 
%,s T* 0 TA(T)* 0 " 
This clearly implies that T a is invertible. 
Let A = A*. Then 
(d) pA(d~Ch) CS~¢h, 
(e) pA(i3~" h) C id~'h, 
(t3 Ta(aCh) =~¢h, and 
(g) Tia(isa¢" h) ~- i3~¢h. 
But Pa and qPa coincide on a¢' h and on i~  h =,rich. Therefore PA is bijective. 
The norm inequalities follow from Theorem 3.2(a) and (b). • 
REMARK 4.3. With the notation of Proposition 4.1, if S and R are 
Hermitian, the operator ~s, R which corresponds to the inequality in Theo- 
rem 3.2(h) verifies 
tra(se)(aIts, a) C {A/x + (A/z)- I :  A ~ trg(S) and /z ~ o'~,(B)}. 
Indeed, • = lsr a + (Isra) -1, and l s commutes with r a. 
I~t S = S* ~ GI(H), where H is a Hilbert space. Consider the map 
[associated with the inequality in Theorem 3.2(g)] 
qts :L (H) - -~L(H ) givenby qts(T) =STS+S-1TS-1  (4.4) 
1 for T ~ L(H).  We know by Proposition 4.1 that [[~sl[I ~< ~. Next we will 
1 consider the question whether [[~s -1 [[ is exactly ~. 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Let S = S* ~ GI(H) ,  where H is a Hilbert space. 
Consider the map ~s of  (4.4). I f  there exists A ~ ~r(S) such that also 
] and the constant 2 is sharp fo r  the inequality A 1 ~ ~r(S), then IIq's-lll = 
in Theorem 3.2(g). 
Proof. Suppose first that A and A -1 are isolated points of ~r(S). Then 
the spectral projections of S on the sets {A} and {A -1} denoted by Px and 
PA ~ are nonzero. 
Let T ~ L (H)  such that IITI[ = 1 and PATPA 1 = T. Note that the spec- 
tral projections of S -1 on the sets {A} and {A l} are Pa-~ and Pa, respec- 
tively. Then SP a = PaS = APa, SP a , = P~ iS = A-IPA-~, and similar equa- 
tions hold for S J. Then 
• s (T )  = STS + S - iTS  -I 
= 2T. 
Then q~s-l(T) = ' 1 72T and I l l ,  all ~ ~. 
To prove the general case, note that if I Is, - all --* 0 as n ~ ~, then 
I Iq'~ll l  --, II't's-lll as n --, ~. As an easy consequence of spectral theory we 
obtain that every Hermitian invertible operator S on H such that A, A- l  
~r(S) can be approximated by self-adjoint invertible operators such that A 
and A- a are isolated points of its spectra. • 
REMARK 4.6. 
(4.6.1) The hypothesis of Proposition 3.6 is verified, for instance, if the 
spectrum of S is "symmetrically set" with respect to 1, that is, if IIS][ = 
IlS-11l = min{l/xl:/x ~ tr(S)} - I .  
(4.6.2) For each pair A,/x ~ tr(S) with the same sign, there exists a 
number  c > 0 such that (c/x) -] = cA. This shows that we ean find c E R 
1 such that I1~111 = 5. 
(4.6.3) It is easy to see that if c ~ R tends to oo or 0, then IIg'Alll tends to 
0. A study of the seemingly chaotic behavior of the continuous map 
f :R>0~R>( ,  g ivenby f (a )  =LI~,,~II for a~R>0 
in terms of S and its spectrum will appear in a forthcoming paper. 
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